[Toward a customized preservation for each kidney graft?]
The increased number of patients in waiting list for renal transplantation requires the establishment of recommendations regarding graft preservation techniques. The preservation method impacts graft function and survival particularly in case of extended criteria donors. Based on our experience, the aim of this review is to establish a decisional diagram to draw graft management to 5years in relation to donor type and graft quality. Novel biomarkers are necessary to evaluate graft quality. Nuclear magnetic resonance or transcriptomic analyses are promising. Thus, good quality organs will be preserved in static condition associated to hypothermia; while grafts from extended criteria donors need to be assessed early during dynamic perfusion through an evaluation of perfusion solution to discriminate: good organs, with acceptable risks without perfusion conditions modifications; tolerable risk grafts for which it will be recommended to use a supplementation of perfusion solution with oxygen or pharmacologic additives such as mitochondrion protectors or oxygen carriers; and elevated risks graft which will not be used. This diagram based on experimental data needs to be assessed in clinical trials but highlights the crucial role of kidney graft quality assessment for its management and placed dynamic perfusion preservation as the protocol of choice for extended criteria donors.